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SMART and the Media

“ABC News is Calling”……that is the
title of a column I wrote for SMARTTalk
in January of 2007. It is still one of my

favorites. The article pointed out how important it is to have
an association that “ … protects our names and presents the
integrity of what we do.”

In that column I noted that “while we all know what a
great industry this is and what great ends it achieves, the very
nature of what we do - the recycling of a product donated 
to charities, is intrinsically one that can instigate grossly
inaccurate and even embarrassing headlines.”

The continuing relevance of these year old sentiments
came to light just recently when the SMART office found
itself working with two important media opportunities.

Executive Director Peter Mayberry was a guest on a radio
show out of Los Angeles on station KTLK’s “Green Hour.”
At the same time, SMART’s Government Affairs Director
Jessica Franken was SMART’s main contact for an article
entitled “ What Happens To Donated Clothes?” in National
Geographic’s publication Green Guide. Please contact the
SMART office if you would like more information or a copy
of either presentation.

When called upon, our team at the SMART office is always
prepared with a professional presentation backed by solid and
reliable information generated over the years. Included in 

our library of information are excellent publications on which
SMART has had considerable influence: The Travels of a 
Tee-shirt in the Global Economy by Pietra Rivoli, a professor
at Georgetown University ***, and Salaula: The World of
Second Hand Clothing and Zambia by Northwestern University
professor Karen Hansen. Professor Hansen also wrote an 
article in Anthropology Today entitled “The Second-Hand
Clothing Trade” (August 2004, vol. 20) and was a featured
speaker at the SMART 2002 Mid-Year Meeting in New Orleans.

Several years ago, SMART created The Council on Textile
Recycling, a foundation that has produced an excellent video
and other materials to educate the world about what our industry
does. We also refer media inquiries to a 2005 report by the
non-profit organization Oxfam which details why it supports
the secondhand clothing industry. SMART has volumes 
of information to impart on the EPA issue facing our wiper 
dealers as our Executive Director Peter Mayberry has been
dealing with this issue for many years as the Government
Relations Director for INDA, the nonwovens association 
that supports the same important legislation SMART has
advocated for the past 20 years. Peter Mayberry and Jessica
Franken are always working to refine our approach to media
inquiries, to build our information base and to represent our
members in a highly professional manner. All of this points
out how important it is to have a strong trade association that
elevates us all by (as I said in January 2007) protecting our
names and presenting the integrity of what we do.                

***
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“while we all know what a great industry this is and
what great ends it achieves, the very nature of what 
we do - the recycling of a product donated to charities,
is intrinsically one that can instigate grossly inaccurate
and even embarrassing headlines.”

*** I strongly recommend this book. It is now being
taught in first year college economics classes and 
has two excellent chapters on our industry which are 
accurate and highly complimentary of what we do.
SMART has forged an excellent relationship with its
author, Pietra Rivoli and the board has discussed 
inviting her speak at one of our Annual Conventions.


